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Abstract: The authors report a 0.7 V Manchester carry look-ahead circuit using partially depleted
(PD) SOI CMOS dynamic threshold (DTMOS) techniques for low-voltage CMOS VLSI systems.
Using an asymmetrical dynamic threshold pass-transistor technique with the PD-SOI DTMOS
dynamic logic circuit, this 0.7 V PD-SOI DTMOS Manchester carry look-ahead circuit has an
improvement of 30% in propagation delay time compared to the conventional Manchester carry
look-ahead circuit based on two-dimensional device simulation MEDICI results.

1

Introduction

The Manchester carry chain circuit based on pass
transistors and dynamic logic techniques [1–4] has been
used to process the ‘propagate and generate’ signals
produced by half adders to generate the carry signals,
which are needed to realise arithmetic circuits in CPU
VLSI. Using the pass-transistor structure, the Manchester
carry chain circuit is the most efﬁcient among all carry lookahead circuits. In the Manchester carry chain circuit, the
carry signal of the present bit Ci is high if the generate signal
Gi is high or if the carry signal of the previous bit Ci1 and
the propagate signal Pi are high: Ci ¼ Gi+Ci1  Pi, for
i ¼ 1–n, where n is the bit number, Gi and Pi are the generate
and propagate signals Gi ¼ Xi  Yi and Pi ¼ Xi"Yi produced
from two inputs Xi, Yi to the half adder. In the Manchester
 i is low if the
carry chain circuit, each bit carry signal C
generate signal Gi is high or if the propagate signal Pi is high
 i1 is low. Pass
and the carry signal of the previous bit C
transistors have been used to control the operation of the
Manchester carry chain circuit. However, when the carry
chain is long, the ripple-carry propagation delay due to the
RC delay of the pass transistor may not be acceptable for
high-speed applications [2–4], which is especially serious for
low-voltage VLSI circuits. In 1999, Kuo et al. [5] described a
1.5 V bootstrapped pass-transistor-based Manchester carry
chain circuit using bootstrapped dynamic logic circuit
techniques for low-voltage VLSI. Recently, CMOS dynamic
threshold (DTMOS) techniques [6, 7] have been detailed,
giving advantages in low-voltage SOI CMOS VLSI circuits.
In this paper, a 0.7 V Manchester carry chain circuit using
PD-SOI DTMOS techniques suitable for low-voltage
CMOS VLSI is described.

2 Asymmetrical dynamic threshold pass-transistor (ADTPT) technique
Figure 1a shows the asymmetrical dynamic threshold passtransistor (ADTPT) used in the circuit [8]. Derived from the
conventional dynamic threshold pass-transistor (DTPT)
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Fig. 1

ADTPT and conventional DTPT

a Asymmetrical dynamic threshold pass transistor (ADTPT)
b Conventional symmetrical dynamic threshold pass-transistor
(DTPT) circuit with two auxiliary transistors
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3 PD-SOI Manchester carry chain circuit using
DTMOS techniques

circuit [9] shown in Fig. 1b, which includes two extra
auxiliary transistors, the ADTPT shown in Fig. 1a needs
only one extra auxiliary transistor to control the body bias
of the pass transistor. In the conventional dynamic threshold pass-transistor (DTPT) circuit shown in Fig. 1b, the
body of the main pass-transistor is connected to the source/
drain node of the two auxiliary transistors with their gates
tied to the gate of the main pass-transistor. In addition, the
source/drain nodes of these two auxiliary transistors are
connected to the source and drain of the main passtransistor, respectively. Furthermore, the bodies of these
auxiliary transistors are ﬂoating. In contrast, as shown in
Fig. 1a, in the ADTPT, the body of the main pass-transistor
is connected to the source/drain node of the auxiliary
transistor, whose gate is tied to the gate of the main passtransistor and whose body is tied to the source/drain node
of the main pass-transistor, instead of ﬂoating as in the
conventional DTPT. The advantage of the new ADTPT
can be understood by considering its logic operation. When
VG is high (VDD), both the pass-transistor and the auxiliary
transistor are on. During the pass-logic-1 operation, which
is the most critical one, the logic-1 level is propagated from
the input VIN to the output VOUT. When the input VIN
increases from low to high, due to the functioning of the
auxiliary transistor, the body of the main pass-transistor
(VB) is raised to VDD–VTH(VB ¼ VDD), where
VTH(VB ¼ VDD) is the threshold voltage of the auxiliary
transistor biased with a body bias VB ¼ VDD. Compared to
the conventional dynamic threshold pass-transistor (DTPT)
circuit, the new ADTPT has faster speed owing to the
higher body voltage provided by its auxiliary transistor. In
the conventional dynamic threshold pass-transistor (DTPT)
circuit, due to the two-auxiliary-transistor structure, the
body bias of the main pass-transistor is half way between
the input VIN ¼ VDD and the output VOUT, which rises
from 0V to VDD–VTH. In the new ADTPT, owing to the
single-auxiliary-transistor structure, the body bias of the
main pass-transistor is tied to a higher level, VDD–
VTH (VB ¼ VDD). Therefore, the effective threshold voltage
of the main pass-transistor of the new ADTPT is much
smaller than in the conventional case. As a result, a higher
speed is obtained passing the logic-1 signal from the input
VIN to the output VOUT.

Figure 2 shows the 0.7 V two-bit PD-SOI Manchester carry
chain circuit using ADTPT techniques. As shown in the
Figure, this PD-SOI Manchester carry chain circuit is
derived from the conventional Manchester carry chain
circuit, with its dynamic logic circuit replaced by the PDSOI CMOS dynamic logic circuit using DTMOS techniques
(Mp1–Mp3, Mn1–Mn6, Maux1) and the pass-transistors
replaced by the asymmetrical dynamic threshold passtransistor (ADTPT) technique (Mn7, Mn8, Maux2, Maux3).
Before we describe the operation of the overall circuit, the
PD-SOI CMOS dynamic logic circuit using the ADTPT
technique for the Manchester carry chain circuit is described
below.

3.1 PD-SOI CMOS dynamic logic circuit
using ADTPT techniques
Figure 3 shows the PD-SOI CMOS dynamic logic circuit
using DTMOS techniques, which is derived from a PD-SOI
SRAM cell reported by Kuo et al. [10, 11]. As shown in the
Figure, the body VB of Mn1 and Mn2 is connected to clock
CLK via a pass-transistor Mauxl with its gate connected to
VDD. With this arrangement this dynamic logic circuit has a
shorter propagation delay during the logic evaluation
period. The operation of this PD-SOI CMOS dynamic
logic circuit is divided into two periods: the precharge
period and the logic evaluation period. During the
precharge period. CLK is low. At this time, VB is connected
to ground since Maux1 is always on and the output Vout is
precharged to high by Mp1. When CLK becomes high
during the logic evaluation period, VB is charged to VDD–
VTH, where VTH is the threshold voltage of the pass
transistor Maux1. In this situation, if the input C0 is high,
Mn1 and Mn2 provide a larger discharge current due to the
lower threshold voltage from the non-zero body bias VB. As
a result, the output Vout is discharged to ground faster.
Pass-transistor Mauxl is important in this dynamic logic
circuit. With Mauxl, the body of Mn1 and Mn2 is raised to
only 0.4 V instead of 0.7 V, such that the unwanted currents
from the forward-biased body–source junctions in Mn1 and
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Mn2, which may disturb the pull-down of the output Vout,
can be reduced.

3.2

Operation of the circuit

The operation of the 0.7 V PD-SOI Manchester carry chain
circuit using DTMOS techniques as shown in Fig. 2 is
described as follows. When clock CLK is low, it is the
0  C
 2 are set
precharge phase – the internal output nodes C
to high. At this time, since the auxiliary transistor Maux1 is
on, the body voltage VB of the pull-down devices in the
dynamic logic circuit, Mn1–Mn6, is low. The body voltage
Vb2/Vb3 of the main pass-transistor in the ADTPT is
controlled by the auxiliary transistor Maux2/Maux3. When
the propagate signal (P1/P2) is high, the auxiliary transistor
Maux2/Maux3 is on, the body voltage Vb2/Vb3 is charged to
high. When the propagate signal (P1/P2) is low, the body of
the main pass-transistor Mn7/Mn8 is ﬂoating. When clock
CLK is high, it is the evaluation phase. During this time, the
body voltage Vb1 of the pull-down devices Mn1–Mn6 in the
dynamic logic circuits is charged to VDDVTH, where VTH
is the threshold voltage of the auxiliary device (Mauxl) such
that the threshold voltages of the pull-down devices are
lowered to enhance the current driving capability. When the
propagate signal P1/P2 is high, the body voltage Vb2/Vb3 of
the main pass-transistor in the ADTPT is charged to high
via the auxiliary transistor Maux2/Maux3 through the internal
 0 =C
 1 =C
 2 . Therefore, the threshold voltage of the
node C
main pass-transistor in the ADTPT is lowered to decrease
the RC delay time associated with the pass-transistors.
4

Performance and discussion

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
0.7 V PD-SOI Manchester carry chain circuit and ADTPT,
transient performance was studied. In the transient analysis,
typical partially depleted (PD) SOI MOS devices with crosssection and layout as shown in Fig. 4 were used. The
PD-SOI NMOS device used in the circuit had a channel
length of 0.2 mm, a front gate oxide of 100 Å, an N+ polysilicon gate, a p-type thin ﬁlm of 2000 Å doped with a
IEE Proc.-Circuits Devices Syst., Vol. 152, No. 2, April 2005

Fig. 4 Cross-section of partially depleted (PD) SOI NMOS
device and layout used in PD-SOI Manchester carry chain circuit
using DTMOS techniques

density of 2  1017 cm3, and a buried oxide of 5000 Å on
top of the p-type substrate doped with a density of
1015 cm3. Two-dimensional device simulation using MEDICI [12] was used to carry out the transient analysis of the
circuit considering the PD-SOI devices in terms of the crosssection described above. Considering the effect of the body
contact region, a parasitic capacitance of 1fF and a parasitic
resistance of 10 KO were placed at the body contact of
related devices. Since the transient analysis of the PD-SOI
Manchester carry-chain circuit is done at the two-dimensional device level, it is very time consuming. In order to
reduce computing time, a two-bit Manchester carry-chain
circuit was analysed. Using a 600 MIPS workstation, each
transient analysis took about 50 minutes.
Figure 5 shows the transient waveforms of a two-bit
Manchester carry chain circuit operating at a supply voltage
of 0.7 V, using the PD-SOI DTMOS technique and the
conventional approach based on two-dimensional device
simulation MEDICI [12] results. In this study, the channel
width of all devices was 0.6 mm, except the auxiliary
transistors, which had a channel width of 0.2 mm. In order
to consider the effect of parasitic capacitances. Parasitic
capacitances of 0.1 pF were placed at the internal nodes
C1/C2. As shown in Fig. 5, initially clock CLK is low – the
precharge phase. At this time, Mp1–Mp3 are on, therefore
0  C
 2 are precharged to 0.7 V. At this
internal nodes C
time, the propagate signals P1/P2 are also low. The body
voltage of the pull-down devices in the dynamic logic circuit
is around 0 V since the auxiliary transistor Maux1 is on. In
addition, the body voltage of the main pass-transistors in
the ADTPT Vb2/Vb3 is around 0.3 V, which is due to the
leakage current over the source/body junction of the
auxiliary transistor Maux2/Maux3 although they are off.
The body of the auxiliary transistor Maux2/Maux3 is 0.7 V.
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Fig. 5 Transient waveforms of two-bit Manchester carry chain
circuit operating at supply voltage 0.7 V using PD-SOI DTMOS
techniques, and using a conventional approach based on a twodimensional device simulation MEDICI [12] results
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Conclusions

In this paper, a 0.7 V Manchester carry look-ahead circuit
using partially-depleted (PD) SOI CMOS dynamic threshold (DTMOS) techniques has been reported. Using an
asymmetrical dynamic threshold pass-transistor (ADTPT)
technique with the PD-SOI DTMOS dynamic logic circuit,
this 0.7 V PD-SOI DTMOS Manchester carry look-ahead
circuit gives an improvement of 30% in propagation delay
time over the conventional Manchester carry look-ahead
circuit based on two-dimensional device simulation (MEDICI) results.
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Fig. 6 Propagation delay time against supply voltage of two-bit
Manchester carry chain circuit using PD-SOI DTMOS techniques
and using conventional approach

Owing to the leakage current over the source/body junction
of the auxiliary transistor, the body voltage Vb2/Vb3 is
forced to be around 0.3 V instead of 0 V. After the
precharge cycle, when clock CLK turns high from low
with the condition that C0 ¼ 1, P1 ¼ 1, P2 ¼ 1, G1 ¼ 0, and
G2 ¼ 0, which represents the path of the worst delay, the
body voltage Vb1 of the pull-down devices rises to about
0.45 V. On the other hand, the body voltage Vb2/Vb3 of the
main pass-transistor in the ADTPT also rises to around
0.55 V. Hence the conductance of the ADTPT has been
1  C
 2 quickly.
enhanced to pull-down the internal nodes C

 2 the
Along with the pull-down of the internal nodes C0  C
body voltage Vb2/Vb3 also decays accordingly. As shown in
the Figure, at a supply voltage VDD ¼ 0.7 V, the propagation delay time of the two-bit Manchester carry-chain
circuit using the PD-SOI DTMOS techniques is 3.78 ns,
which is 25% faster as compared to the one using the
conventional approach. At a clock frequency of 100 MHz,
the power consumption of the circuit is 14.1 mW with the
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DTMOS technique, which is slightly larger than that not
using the DTMOS technique (13.1 mW).
Figure 6 compares propagation delay time versus supply
voltage of a two-bit Manchester carry chain circuit using
PD-SOI DTMOS techniques with that using the conventional approach. As shown in the Figure, PD-SOI DTMOS
techniques do not show a dominant advantage over the
conventional approach at supply voltages over 1 V. On the
other hand, PD-SOI DTMOS techniques are especially
effective at low supply voltages. At a supply voltage of
0.5 V, improvement of the propagation delay using PD-SOI
DTMOS techniques over the conventional approach is as
high as 33%. The ADTPT presented in this paper could be
used for a Manchester carry look-ahead circuit of any
length, with a similar improvement. The ADTPT could also
be used in any pass-transistor related circuits to give
enhanced speed performance.
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